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Abstract - Although a great effort has been put in recent years to improve real-time Motion Cueing Algorithm (MCA)
technology, perception of the driver is still a complex and debated topic. In this paper a Model Predictive Control
(MPC) based MCA is proposed that integrates a novel feature to provide the driver with specific information on the
side slip dynamics of the vehicle. An experimental test has been conducted, showing a significant improvement in
the perception of vehicle limits and realism.
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Introduction

Most recent developments on Motion Cueing Al-
gorithms (MCAs) have been focused on introdu-
cing perception and mechanical models in the
motion control strategy by mean of advanced
control techniques, such as Model Predictive Control
(see [Bru17a, Bru17b]), or in optimizing tuning and
scheme of the classical washout filter approach (see
[Asa15]). In both cases the typical input to the algo-
rithm are body frame translational accelerations and
rotational velocities. Perception in a vehicle, however,
does not only refer to those accelerations and velo-
cities, but to the vehicle state itself, e.g. the condi-
tion of understeer or oversteer. Both in the case of a
washout filter MCA and in the MPC based one the
information on the vehicle state is modified, or by fil-
tering/scaling or by the optimization itself, in an indis-
criminate way. In [Gar12] a solution to this problem
is proposed based on the simple, but effective idea,
of reproducing only the side slip angle and neglec-
ting all the other contributions, providing the profes-
sional driver with the crucial information for vehicle
state evaluation. In [Sal17] a more complex strategy
for race application is proposed based on linearizing
the vehicle model on limit conditions and computing
the ratio between lateral acceleration and yaw rate. A
classical washout strategy is then optimized to repro-
duce the correct information. However this approach
requires a heavy pre-processing step that is based
on a detailed model of the vehicle, which makes it
suitable only for race application in racing field. In this
paper we propose a solution that provides the driver
with information on the vehicle sliding dynamics, re-
producing the instantaneous yaw center of rotation
projected on the axis of the vehicle. In such a way
the vehicle behavior in the various phases of the turn
can be correctly provided to the driver.
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Figure 1: Modello di veicolo a tre gradi di libertá.

Vehicle Side slip dynamics
The reference system that will be used for the analy-
sis is the body-fixed reference system (x, y, z ; G). It
has origin in the center of mass G and axes fixed to
the vehicle, with unit vectors (i, j, k), (Fig. 1).
During the turn maneuver, any rigid body in plane
motion has a center of instantaneous rotation (C),
which is the point at zero velocity. In the particular
case of ”steady state” condition, it coincides with the
center of curvature of the trajectory [Gui]. The velo-
city of a generic point P is equal to :

VP = VG + ψ̇k× P (1)
where VG is the velocity of G and P is the vector
connecting G to P. Being the center of rotation a point
at zero speed it is possible to obtain its coordinates
in the body-fixed reference system, i.e.

PC = dxi + dyj (2)

dx = −vy
ψ̇

dy = vx

ψ̇
(3)
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Figure 2: Kinematics of a single-track vehicle model.

where dx and dy are respectively the distance bet-
ween the center of rotation C and the lateral axis
and that between the C and the longitudinal axis of
the vehicle, as shown in the Fig. 2. In real maneu-
vers, due to the side slip dynamics, during the initial
turn-in phase of the corner, the driver perceives an
additional lateral acceleration, indicating that the ins-
tantaneous center of rotation is behind the CG and
towards the rear of the car. After the initial turn-in,
the car starts to slide to a neutral attitude, since the
instantaneous center of rotation is near the CG
Starting from expected driving feeling, the goal is that
of reproducing on the platform the effect of the migra-
tion of the yaw axis. This latter is mainly characteri-
zed by the direct lateral acceleration, i.e. the variation
of lateral velocity of the CG [MW].

v̇y = −ḋxψ̇ − dxψ̈ (4)

An alternative expression for the direct lateral acce-
leration can be retrieved observing that the following
relation holds

vy = VGsin(β), (5)

where β is the side slip angle. Deriving w.r.t. time (5)
we have

v̇y = V̇ sin(β) + V cos(β)β̇ (6)

and in particular, since β is generally less than 10◦,
the following approximated expression can be deri-
ved.

v̇y ≈ V̇ β + V β̇. (7)

Comparing (4) and (7), it can be noticed that the lon-
gitudinal component of the IC expressed w.r.t. the
body frame is actually related the side slip dynamics.
During the steady state phase the vehicle side slip
angle is constant, thus the side slip angle rate is zero
and the direct lateral acceleration is also zero. Du-
ring transient phases, the vehicle side slip angle is
varying, thus the side slip angle rate and direct late-
ral acceleration are also non zero.
The side slip rate and, consequently, the direct lateral
acceleration are two terms that exhibit high frequency
contents, being that suitable to be reproduced in a
reduced work space. This allows the reproduction wi-
thout loss of information of the vehicle’s attitude, as
underlined in [Gar12] for the side slip angle.

VEHICLE SYSTEM DYNAMICS 805

Figure 2. General scheme of an MPC-based motion cueing algorithm.

In [6], the MCA implemented in the Renault ULTIMATE Simulator is described. A
strategy is used to reduce the computational burden, in particular, only the first element of
the control sequence in the prediction window has to be computed online. However, the
approach turns out to be very conservative. To reach a control frequency of 100Hz, a single
DOF is taken into account, i.e. tilt coordination is not considered.

In [7], the MCA implemented on the Chalmers University simulator is described. Dif-
ferently from other MPC-based approaches, a simple model of the vehicle is also used. All
the linear and rotational DOFs are considered, including tilt coordination. The washout
action is integrated in the model by setting the position references to zero (i.e. the centre of
the working area) and tuned by acting on the weights in the cost function. Standard linear
models for the perception system organs along each DOFs are considered. The procedure
is implemented via MatLab-Simulink generated code. The adopted optimisation solver is
LSSOL that is based on an active set procedure. Performance is mostly limited by the low
control frequency of 20Hz. Also, feasibility conditions are not provided and limits on the
tilt coordination rate are not imposed.

In [8], a further explicit MPC implementation for the Renault ULTIMATE Simulator is
presented, based on the Multi-Parametric Toolbox (MPT) Matlab toolbox [9]. A stability
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Figure 3: General scheme of an MPC-based motion
cueing algorithm

Side slip dynamics motion
cueing algorithm
MPC Based Motion Cueing Algorithm
An MCA based on MPC is then implemented inspired
to the one described in [Beg12, Bru17a] and coupling
the lateral and yaw dynamics by means of the side
slip dynamics. A scheme is reported in Fig. 3. The
complete system, as described in, [Bru17a], is ΣV =
{AV , BV , CV , DV }, where

AV =
[
AS 0 0
0 AŌ 0
0 0 AI

]
BV =

[ 0 BS
BŌ
BI

]
, (8a)

CV =

CS 0 0
0 CŌ 0
0 0 I
0 0 0

 DV =
[ 0 DS
DŌ 0 0
0 I

]
,

(8b)

and where the state, the inputs and outputs are res-
pectively :

xV = [xTS xTŌ xTI ]T (9)

uV = [ax ay az φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇]T (10)

yV = [yTS yTŌ yTI β̇]T . (11)

where the actual angles, positions and velocities are
obtained by integration from the inputs u, xO and xS
are the state variable for the dynamical systems as-
sociated with the otoliths and semicircular canals. Fi-
nally, the system is split into 4 subsystem, namely :
vertical, yaw, lateral\roll and longitudinal\pitch

Side slip contribution
In the pre-processing phase of the MCA strategy des-
cribed in the previous section a simple scaling is ty-
pically applied. As a consequence the attitude of the
vehicle, i.e. information about side slip dynamics, is
typically lost. We propose here a different strategy
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Figure 4

that combines the principle of the washout filters with
the MPC based MCA.

The basic idea is that of isolating the side slip dy-
namics in the lateral acceleration and the yaw rate.
More specifically the lateral acceleration can be writ-
ten as

ay = v̇y + vxψ̇, (12)

i.e. it is split into the direct lateral acceleration v̇y and
the centrifugal acceleration component vxψ̇. Similarly
the yaw velocity can be written as

ψ̇ = ν̇ − β̇. (13)

where the side slip angle rate and the course angle
rate (the angle between the trace of the vehicle and
the global reference frame) are the two components
of the yaw angle rate [MW]. As mentioned above,
both the direct lateral acceleration and the side slip
rate do not exceed the limits of the platform and can
therefore be reproduced entirely. The remaining part
of the lateral acceleration, the centrifugal component,
and the course angle rate are, instead, scaled filtered
to fit the platform workspace.

Summarizing, the proposed strategy allows to repro-
duce faithfully the vehicle local behavior, i.e. its at-
titude, and the high frequency component of the its
global behavior. To achieve this, the reference in the
pre-processing step is modified as (Fig. 4) :

{
apy = kvxψ̇

HPvxψ̇
(s)vxψ̇ + kv̇y

v̇y
ψ̇p = kν̇HPν̇(s)ν̇ − kβ̇ β̇

(14)

where HP·(s) is the high pass filter operator, kvxψ̇
,

kv̇y
, kν̇ and kβ̇ are the gain used to tune the algo-

rithm.
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(a) Vehicle lateral dynamics.
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Figure 5: Lateral dynamics of the vehicle and of the
platform for an S curve maneuver with radius 20m
driven by a GT car.

Experimental Test

w\o Yaw Dynamics w\i Yaw Dynamics
kv̇y

− 0.5
kvxψ̇

− 0.5
kν̇ − 1
kβ̇ − 1
kay 0.5 −
kψ̇ 1 −

HPvxψ̇
− 0.5Hz

HPν̇ − 0.5Hz
HPay

0.5Hz −
HPψ̇ 0.5Hz −

Table 1: Parameters used in the pre-scaling phase for
the generation of the references for the MCA

The validation of the proposed MCA is performed
on an innovative device, commercialized by VI-grade
GmbH, referred to as Driver in Motion (DiM). DiM is
based on a mechanical architecture with redundant
DOF that allows to obtain larger operational works-
pace and system bandwidth for a given overall as-
sembly size with respect to traditional hexapodal plat-
forms (in Fig. 8 a picture of the DiM is reported).

A double S curve performed with a GT car is used
as reference maneuver. The tuning of the parame-
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Figure 6: Yaw dynamics of the vehicle and of the plat-
form for an S curve maneuver with radius 20m driven
by a GT car.

ters has been conducted working with four professio-
nal drivers. In Tab. 1 the values are reported. In Figg.
5 and 6 lateral accelerations and yaw velocities of
the vehicle and of the simulation platform are repor-
ted. A comparison with the MCA without yaw dyna-
mics correction is reported as well. Three over-steer
actions can be observed in the maneuver at second
3.5, 4.3 and 6.3. In those cases the direct lateral ac-
celeration, v̇y, and the course rate, ν̇, shows a peak
of intensity, as expected. Comparing the MCA with
and without the yaw dynamics feature it is possible
to observe that the most significant differences are
in concurrence with the over-steer actions. Note that
the relative impact of the yaw dynamics feature on
the lateral acceleration is much greater than the yaw
velocity. In fig. 7 the platform displacements are re-
ported as well.
Drivers feedback can be summarized in a more fluid
and natural transition between the linear and nonli-
near behaviour of the tire dynamics, resulting in an
easier driving experience.

Conclusion
In this paper an MPC based MCA is proposed with a
new feature that allows to reproduce information on
the side slip dynamics by means of a modification of
the reference. The lateral acceleration and the yaw
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Figure 7: Comparison of lateral and yaw displace-
ment with and without yaw dynamics feature.

Figure 8: DiM platform.
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rate are split, isolating the side slip dynamics com-
ponents. An experimental test has been conducted
with a positive feedback from four professional driver.
Summarizing, the advantages of the proposed solu-
tion a :
— a realistic reproduction of the vehicle’s transient

behaviours, giving a more natural feeling to the
driver (oversteering/understeering) ;

— no need for pre-processing step and a-priori
knowledge of the vehicle model ;
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